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VOL. IX.. TORPONTO, JULY, 1857. No. 7.

THE COMING SHOWT AT BRANTEORD.

We beg to call the attention of our readers to the Premium list of the twelfth
Provincial Exhibition, to be held at Brantford on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
add ilFriday, Sept. 29, 30, Oct. 1 and 2d, 1857. The amount of prizes is considera-
bly augmented this year, particularly in the departments of Horses, Cattle and Sheep.
The double and treble preniums to imported animals winning first prizes, which for
the tvo last years have pr'ved highly beneficial, are to be continued. The inagnifi-
cent prize of £50, to which the zealous and indefatigable President of the Associa-
tion, Geo. Alexander, Esq., contributes a handsome sum, foi the agricultural stallion
lthich sial receive tUe first prize, if imported from Europe since the last exhibition
at Kingston, cannot fail to stimulate the enterprise of importers; and a splendid
display of Horses of that description may confidently be expected.

Tie attention of intending exhibitors is specially invited to the Rules and Regula-
tions of the Show, attaclhed to the prize-list. Entries are to be made as heretofore
* by filling up printed forms, which will be distributed for that purpose among Secre-
taries of Agricultural Socicties, in the course of a few days. These forms must be
filled up and sent to the Secretary of the Association in Toronto, on or before Satur-
1ty, &pt. 12th, after which no entries can be taken, except in the Horticulture,
Ladies and Foreign classes, for which the entry books will be kept open till Monday
evening, Sept. 28th, when they will be finally closed. This rule will be absolute, as
it is decidod that no articles can be entered after the above dates, as heretofore, by
the payment of fees. All nenbers, subscribing a dollar, can enter as many articles
as they choose, free of charge.

Tie Board of Direters has decided on commencing the business of the show a day
_arlier than heretoiore, with a view of preventing the hurry and not unfrequent
nfusion characteristic of the close. Al articles for exhibition mustbe on the grounds
Il the M1fonday, except live stock, which must be arranged not later than Friday

loon at which hour inembers will be admitted. Before, none but exhibitors and
$icers can be permitted to enter, and those who are not members will have to pay,

~1
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as last year, a quarter of a dollar each admission, from Wednesday noon to the close
of the show on Priday. Intending visitors and exhibitors will do weli to bear these
things in mind, and carefully examine the Regulations printed in the prize-list.

The site selected for the exhibition is on rising ground, close to the town and yail-
way station, commanding beautiful views of the surrounding country. About twenty
acres will be substantially fenced, in which two capacious cruciform buildings, sheds,
cattle-pens, &c., will be erected. The contract has been taken, and preparations are
in active progress. The fence, buildings, &c. are not intended to remain; al] will be
removed after the show.

As Brantford is surrounded on all sides by a good and extensive agricultural
country, having a large number of enterprising farmersand mechanies, and being now
of easy access by railway from different points, there can be no doubt that the num-
ber of visitors and articles for exhibition will be unusually large; and the Directors
are making their arrangements accordingly. A very efficient Local Committec lias
been formed, who will do every thing in their power to render the show attractive,
and promote the convenience of visitors. Great and most praiseworthy efforts have
been made by the worthy President of the Association, who has travelled through
several counties, giving public addresses, in which lie has set forth in a masterly
manner the claims and advantages of the Association. A wider and deeper interest
in the objects of the Society has thereby been imparted, and even municipal bodies,
out of the county in which the show is to be held, have voted money to its funds.
Mr. Alexander's disinterested and patriotic exertions have a strong claim on the
gratitude of all who feel a pride and interest in the advancement of this country.

IMPROVEMENTS IN TREATING FLAX, HEMP, &c

Among the more inportant novelties in the march of progress which the Meeting of
the Royal Agricultural Society of England at Chelmsford produced, was Burton and
Pye's proposition for the manufacture of flax, hemp, and like fibrous products. la
all ages of the world the cultivation and first process in the manufacture of the fias
plant (linum 'usitatissimum) have engaged the special attention of the agricultural inte-
rest; and although in England much prejudice has existed as to its growth, yet of
late years, owing to the rapid progress made in agricultural chemistry, that prejudice
lias been fast giving way, and now the last objection has all but been removed. The
discovery merits special attention, as the samples of flax and cattle-food exhibited in al
the stages of manufacture seem to have proved.

The proposition has a two-fold object-frst, to obviate the objectionable process of
rotting; and, secondly, to work up the bolls and boon or woody part of the plant intz
food for'cattle , both divisions coming in as an adjunet to Davy's system of separatin
the boon from the flax by maechanical mieans without the old method of stee-ng à
water.

It is thus interesting to review the different links in the chain of progress; and t
comprehend the real nierits of the project before us, it will be necessary to take a retr(i
spective glance at the whole.

Of the old process of steeping in water, spreading on grass, lifting, drying, breakig t
and scutching, we need say little to those engaged in it, being from first to last objectio(t a
able in every sease of the word. At every stage of the process, for example, the wast fi
of flax is incalculable, while manual labour is dirty in the extreme, subjecting the labo. el
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ing population to filth and slavery of the most degrading kind; while ponds, streamlets,
and rivers are so polluted as not only to destroy fish, but to be unfit for being used by
cattle, and whil3 the atmosphere of the country during the period in question is pesti-
lential to its whole population.

Among the first improvements from this state of things was that made by M. Schenk,
who accelerated the process of fermentation in the separation of the flax from the boon
by heated water, the water being gr .dually heated by steam in large vats, into which<
the flax is steeped. When removed from them, it (the flax) is dried in a " hydro-extract-
or," by means of centrifugal force. The hot water, however reduced the strength of the
fibre, while the drying process allowed offensive gummy mater to adiere to it. To obvi-
ate these, Mr. Pownall, instead of drying the flax after fermentation, subjected it to
mechanicul pressure while in a m-et state, and the action of a stream of water for remov-
ing the deleterious adhesive matter. Mr. Watt followed by a still more successful pro-
cess of maceration. According to it, " the flax straw is delivered at the works by the
producer in a dry state, with the seed on. The seed is separated froi the straw by
metal rollers, and afterwards cleaned by fanners. The straw is thon placed in cast-iron
close chambers, with the exception of two doors, which serve for the purpose of putting
in and discharging the straw. The top of these chambers serves for the purpose of a
condenser. The straw is laid on a perforated false-bottom of iron, and the doors being
closed, ani made tight by means of screws, steam is driven in by a pipe round the cham-
bers and between the bottoms, which penetrating the mass at first, removes certain vola-
tilE oils contained in the plant, and afterwards is condensed in the bottom of the iron
tank, and descends as a continuous shower of condensed water, saturating the straw.
This water is a decoction of extraction matter, to which attach the fibrous and more po-
rous portions. This liquor is run off from time to time, the more concentrated portions
being used along with the chaff of the bolls for feeding cattle and pigs. The process is
shortened by using a pump, or such an arrangement as rapidly washes the mass, with
the water allowed to accumulate. In about eight or twelve hours, varying with the na-
ture of the straw, it is removed from the chambers, and having been robbed of its extrac-
tion matter, it is then passed through the rollers, for the purpose of removing the epi-
dermes or skin of the plant, and of discharging the greater part of the water contained
in the saturated straw, and while in a wet and swollen state, splitting it up longitudinally.
The straw then being free from all products of decomposition, is easily dried, and in a
feiv hours ready for scutching.' The Society for the Promotion of the Growth of Flax
in Ireland appointed a committee to investigate Watt's procees thoroughly by experi-
ment, and their report speaks in the most favourable terms, as the following resuts-
show:-

Tons of Fibre.
"100 tons of straw by Schenk's process yielded 5-90

100 tons of straw by Watt's process yielded . 12-20"
But great as these results are, Mr. Davy, by the mechanical means already stated,

greatly shortened the process, increasing at thé same time the quantity and quality of
the flax.

Lastly, we come to Burton and Pye's improvements specially under investigation.
Under this practice, the flax is harvested under what is technically termed the " Cour-

trai" system-i. e., after being pulled, it is dried in the field, and thon stacked up till the
following spring, after which it can be used as required for marlet. Vhen taken from
the stack, the boon is separated from the flax by Davy's machine. The boon, usually con-
sidered refuse, or waste, -is thon ground into meal, under the first head of the invention,
ymixed with linseed, boiled in water, and formed into cakes similar in size and shape to
eilcakes, and used in the same manner as they are, for feeding cattle. The patentees be-
lieve that ordinary millstones are the best adapted for grinding the boon into meal; and,
when found serviceable, other substances than those mentioned may be mixed in the
compound.

The second'part ôf the project consists in treating the fibrous part of the flax-plant
with fuller's-earth. For this purpose, the flax is subjected to the action of water im-
preznated or combined with this well-known bleaching sub.tance and with stean, and
thon boiled in water. During this latter process, it is alternately pressed close together,

L- and allowed to expand. The vater being now drawna off, the flax is allowed to stand
L for a time under pressure, after which it is passed betwcon pressing and crimping roll-

ers, for the pirpose of removing the effects of crimping. During these pressing and
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crimping processes, the rollers are wiped by felts or cloths. The flax is then ready to
be sent to the hackler.

Two kinds of machinery and apparatus are required for effecting these results, under
the second head-the former for steeping and boilin, and the latter for pressing and
crimpng. Both deserve notice.

The first consists of two rectangular vessels, or vats, the one within the tber, an open
space between them, for Mhe admissio)n and removal o' water and steai. The interior
one has a perforated bottom, and into it the flax is placed for being operated upon by the
bleaching-water and steam. Above the flax is a compressor, or, as it bas technically
been termed, a " follower,' worked by neans of screws, and the necessary mnaihinery
in framing over the iner vessel. Between the two vessels pipes for steam run along
both sides and bottom of the interior one for heating the water.

From this description of the apparatus the details of the modus operandi may be thus
stated: The flax is first put into the vessel, and the follower placed above it. Water is
then poured into the empty space beatween the two vessels until it rises up to the follow-
er through the perforated bottom. Steam is next turned on to heat the water, which is
gradually done, raising it to 1000 Fahr., at which temperature it is kept until the cpi-
dermis of the fibre separates, and as much of the colouring matter and albumen are
extracted as such will effect. The water is kept at this temperature by a fresh supply
mixed with fuller's earth flowing in at one side, while the dirty water is discharged at
the other by the overflow-pipes, thus keeeping up a washing and bleaching process until
the outer skin of the.fibre comes off easily by drawing a portion of it through the fin-
gers. When this result has been obtained, the fibres are boiled up in the liquid, The
boiling is accomplished by admitting the steam to flow more freely into the lower part
of the vessel. During the boiling the follower is kept alternately moving up and down,
while a flow of clean water is permitted to run into the vat at the bottom, causing an
overflow which carries into the vaste pipe all the gummy and other matters pressed out
from the fibres, so that they are not allow-ed to absorb the impurities again, which they
woult :Jo were they aliowed to rem-tin in the vat. Fine flax fibres do not require boit-
ing, -,.d the temperature need not be raised higher than 180° Fahr.-applying the pres-
sure as it rises to 150° Fahr. .After the mass is sufficiently boiled and vasled, the water
is drawn off, the follower screwed down upon the flax, expressing therefrom the principal
portion of the w'ater remaining; and in this compressed state it (the flax) is kept for
four hours or more to soften, after which it is ready for the pressing and crushing rollers.

The machinery for this second process is more simple, consisting of five pairs of rolI-
ers in a frame, with the necessary gearing to give them motion. Two of thesc-a pair
at eah end-are plain for pressing, and the other three pairs fluted for crimping. The
flax is fed in to the first pair, and passing on through the second, third and fourth pairs,
comes out from the fifth ready for the hackler.

Such is a very condensed review of the Messrs. Burton and Pye's proposition. The
idea of working up the whole of the flax plant into food and clothing is certainly a laud-
able one; and we hope the project before us, which has this for its object, vill meet with
wbat it merits-a most rigid experimental investigation at the bands of fiax growvers.
The samples both of food and flax in every stage of their manufacture were promising
in a very high degree. The quantity of fine flux, and the almost entire want of waste
tow, require special notice. In point of fact, it mayjustly be said that the whole goes
to the hackler as fine flax, the quantity of tow is so extremely smalI. Another consider-
ation also deserves special notice in connexion witli the manufacture, for the manufactu-
rer bas entiré control over the article, being manufactured at any stage of the process;
thus ensuring, with proper attention, uniformity of quality-.a result which cannot fail
to be duly appreciated boti in the flax market and subsequent stages of manufacture, as
in the spinning and weaving. It was otherwise under the old process of fermentation
and maccration, especially the former; for under it, it was hardly possible to preserve
uniformity in the process of retting, fermentation being greater in one place than in an-
other. Now every farmer who has any experience here, must 'oe aware how largely a
difference of fermontation adds to the quantity of waste tow, diminishing in a still
greater degree the quantity of fine flax. Retting, grassing, and scutcliing are three dis-
tinctive processes, ail of whicli are avoided by the combination of the systems of Davy,
Burton, ard Pye. In one respect it falls short of Mr. Watt's process, for in the latter
the nutritive matter contained in the steep-water was economised for fond, whereas in
the former it is lost. A question, therefore, may arise as to wyhether Watt's process
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should or should not be addea to the combination, and this extractive matter drawn off
by steam prior to the admission of water containing fuller's earth. In this liquid from
time to time drawn off in Watt's process, the linseed could be boiled, tl'us making a
richer cake for cattle. We throw out this suggestion not by way of finding fault, but if
possible, to advance the interest of the exhibitors. The practical question at issue is
probably one of expense, and they are the best qualified to answer this by having re-
course to experiment.

OUR PROVINCIAL EXHIBITIONS.

In looling over the "IRegulations " and "Prize List" for the "Twelfth Annual
Exhibition" of the Agricultural Association, we do notsee the evidence we could wisl
of that progressive improvement, that comprchensiveness of ain, and completeness of
arrangement, which twelve years' expelîence ought to have achieved,. and we now
desire to point the attention of the zealous members of the Agricultural Board to
one or two inatters in which we conceive there is great room for inprovement.

And, first, we tienk that an efri should be made to ascertain o/icially and reli-
ably, hoiv the residts exhibited ai eaci Annual Show were obtained, and to preserve
an intelligible record of thte facts. It will be admitted that if the efforts of indivi-
duals, the labour of committees, the private subscriptions, and the publie grants annu-
ally expended upon these exhibitions, produce no higher result that to assure:A,
B, and C, that they have exhibited respectively, the best horse, bull, or pig, among
some half-dozen competitors, the sooncr Mr. Vankoughnet tries his band at another
amendment the better. The prize list is framed as if the Association had been
organized, as if these Cominittees gave up their time, as if all this money were con-
tributed chiefly to gratify the vanity of the exhibitors. We have a hiigher idea of
the object of the Association. Emulation and zeal are no doubt excited by the of-
fer of p4 zes; but the circle within which that influence operates is too contracted
to warrant so great an expenditure of means. The discovery of new processes and s
ne facts; the eduction of truth by a comparison of results; and the diffusion of
the knowledge thus obtained over as wide a field as possible, were the chief objects
contemplated by the founders of these institutions. Prizes are merely nicans to an
end. In no other way could the collection, annually at one point, of all the most
aluable productions of agriculture, and mechanical ingenuity, be secured at so

small a cost to the public. But to what extent have these objects been realised from
the eleven exhibitions already held? Where shall we find the record ? Except in
the m emory of a few spectators, what single fact brouglit to light by these exhibi-
Lions has been preserved to guide the implement maker, the breeder, or the cultiva-
tor, in his future operations ? The press of the day ias indeed recorded that A.
rot a prize for wheat, B, for a bull, O. for a calf, D. for a plough, E. for a harrow,
C. The journalist has also made his passing comment. But the information con-

eyed by a card, marked " Class XX,-Geesc, large breed," and the stupid
nlswers of stable-boys and herdsmen, with an occasional panegyric froin the owner
f some extraordinary but untried invention, are not the best data for an article
;hich the reader is expected to eut oi4 and preserve for future reference. The
Transactions of the Board of Agriculture," though "ublished oicially, give us
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no more information than the cotemporary press. The Board cannot publish what
it dos not obtain, and what, if not obtained in the proper way and at the proper tiie
is lost forever. Take as an example the $100 prize for the best 25 bushels of wleat.
This prize has been offered at every exhibition of the Association, except the first. It
has been awarded several times in succession to one township-West Flanboro. Noir.
what fact in the cultivation of wheat has been ascertained and made known for the

benefit of the public, through the omnpetition excited by this prize? Is the soil of
West Flamboro superior to that of other townships ? If so, what are its constitu-
ents? Does sand, cky, or loain predominate? What is the subsoil ? If ihere i3
nothing peculiar in the soil, what system of cultivation did the successful competi-
tors adopt? What was the previous crop ? What kind and quantity of inanure,
and how applied? What variety of whcat, when sown, and what quantity to the
acre? These and a dozen other questions of interest to wheat-growers might be
asked, but where will the answers be found? A note is apppended this year, that
competitors for the $100 prize will be required to send in a written statenient, em-
bracing some of the above particulars, but it is not inade a condition of the award,
and will not proba~ !y be regarded as of any importance. Now, we eontend that
it is of the smallest possible consequence to the publie whether 1-obson or Dobson
obtain a prize for growing the best wheat; that the agricultural interests of the
country can derive no appieciable benefit from the decision; and that to record tie
fact, without explanation, or not to record it, would prove of equal utility. But ex-
plain how the best sample of wheat was produced, state the character of the soil,
variety, quantity of seed, time of sowing, &c., &c., so that those wlho read may go
and do likewise, and you tell us sonething worth recording: something to be pub-
lished far and wide, and which, in a wheat-growing country like Canada, is cheaply
obtained by a premium of $100.

There are many other productions of the farm in regard to which the information
that could easily be obtained through these annual exhibitions, would be eagerly
sought for and highly valued by the publie. But, except in the case mentioned, ex-
hibitors are not requested, much less rejuircd, to explain a single fact of the modils
operandi! Is not this like playing Hanlet without the Prince of Dennarli ? Or
is it not rather like bidding your friends to a great feast, exciting their imaginations
with a view of the smoking viands, but never allowing them to approach near
enough to taste ?

2. Tlecre is nio attempt topromote goodfiarming as a whole.-Prizes are given for
the best bushel of Potatoes, and the best bushel of Turnips, but the fariner who
grew them, and the farm on which they were grown, may both be pointed to as ex-
amples to be shunned. That must be a poor field of potatoes from which you can-
not select a bushel fit for exhibition. Indeed, four-fifths of the prizes under the
present systen may be carried off by men whose farns and farn management would
never induce the passer-by to suspect that they had received marks of distinction
from the Provincial Association. The New York State Society c'brs prizes for the
best managed farms, and appoints a committee to inspect them. The reports oce-
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cupy froim 50 to 100 pages in each volume of the transactions, and form one of the
most valuable features of the work. Competitors are required to give detailed ac-
counts of their system of cultivation and fari management. Why is not a similar
practice adopted by this Association?

3. Implements and Mackines are not properly tested-tlte awards are mere guess-
rk -Take Reapers and Mowers as an example. These important machines are

now mnade in such variety, so great is the demand fur further improvements, and so
fertile is inventive genius under this stimulus, that the American Patent office has
been compelled to appoint an examiner whose sole duty it is to serutinize the claims
of inventors in this department. The patents already granted are counted by hun-
dreds. Canadian manufacturers have also iade improvements, and are at liberty to
copy those discovered by their neighbours, The difficulty of deciding wlich among
all these machines is the best in n-acticc,-will do its work best in the field-is too
much for any committee of jurors, unless they see themn at work. ''o pronounce
positively upon the merits of a Reaper or Mower that you have never seen in motion,
is simply presumptuous. Your judgment will prove of little value to the exhibitor,
for it vill not be respected by the public. Judges have acknowledged the awkward-
neFs of their position in being obliged to decide upon the relative merits of machines
which some of them had never before seea, and that they had no opportunity of sub-
mitting to the test of practice, the orly reliable basis for a premium. We have
now before us a circular fron a comnittee of the United States Agricultural Society,
appointing a NATIONAL trial of Rapers, Mowers, and other Ilarvest Implements,
to be ield at Syracuse, New York, the 13th of July. That important Society bas
adopted as a rule " that all aivards on Agricultural Implements or Machinery
exhibited at any of its Fairs, shall be based upon a PRACTICAL WORKING TRIAL of
the sane in the field." The same rule should as far practicable, be adopted, by the
Provincial Association. Awards based upon any other criterion are likely to prove
unjust to individuals and to mislead the public.

It is pot yet too late to arrange for a trial of the Ilaying and larvesting Machines
to be offered in competition in Brantford. Can we not persuade the Board or Local
Committee to undertake it ? We know that several of our leading manufacturers
would gladly submit their machines to such a trial. And niight we not be allowed
to sucrest as a suitable subject for discussion at one of the Evening Meetings to be
held during the Fair, the following :-" How can we best improve the Annual
Exhibitions of the Association, and give to its operations more system and greater
permanent value ?"

SIMPLE CURE FoR DYSENTERY.-The Middletown, Ct., Républican, publishes the fol-
lowing simple recipe for the cure of this most troublesome and oftentimes dangerous com-
plaint. The recipe has been practiced in a friend's family, formany years, with uniform,
success, even in the most alarming stages of the complaint:-

l Take Indian corn, roasted and ground in the manner of coffee, (or coarse meal brown-
ed), and boil in a sufficient quantity of water to produce a strong liquid like coffee, and
drink a tea-cup full, warm, two or three times a day. One day's practice, it is sa*i will
ordinarily effect a cure."
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AMATEUR FARMERS.

lt is not easy for ren to originate revolutions 'in the particular callings to which
they were brouglit up. The prejudic .s of education and the cramping iufluence of
habit often stand in the way of their recognizing and adopting important improve-
ments in the'instruments and processes of their buAness; but, perhaps the fact of
their dependence on the practice of any art, trade, or profession for a support in early
life and a conipetence in later years, and the consequent wish to make it immeldiate-
ly and constartly remunerative, is a still greater hindrance to the introduction of
doubtful or costly changes. The cautious, practical man secs his truc policy lies in
conducting his business after long-tried and well-approved mothods ; and success
iin the established course is not likely to create an inclination to depart from it.

But whatever reproacli of timidity and conservatism justly attaches to men in the
prosecution of the several pursuits to which they were bred, it is, in gencral, most em-
phatically disclaimed when they come to turn their attention wholly or in part, to
sone other department of effort. There is no reformer so confident, as he who bas
had little or no previous experience of the difficulty of removing the abuses he pro-
poses to abolish. If, to the zeal such confidence inspires, be joined the additional
advantage of pecuniary independence of results, so that the failure of one attempt
does not hinder further trial, we may see the man who has habitually inanaged bis
affairs with the wisest prudence and the nicest calculation, suddenly display, in his
ventures, a liberality often amounting to extravagance.

Society evidently owes a good share of the progress it is maling, in both spiritual
and iaterial things, to occasional exchanges of place between labourers in the differ-
ent fields of industry. The lawyer, the doctor, and the divine, are, by educational
influences, and by prudential considerations, strongly committed to the particular
systems to which they owe their training. But, let the most conservative member
of either class-the most deternined resistant of innovation in bis profession, turn to
the cultivation of the earth, and he is far more likely than the life-long farmer to
bring to his aid the latest inprovements in agriculture and to experimuent with new-
ly-announced discoveries and inventions. So, too, we observe that the man who
leaves the plough or the anvil for regular or occasional attempts at religious instruc-
tion nianifests more zeal to discover hidden truths and far more freedon to present to
the publie any new gleams of light that are revealed to him than do the mass of those
who make scriptural interpretation the special labor of their lives.

A griculture is at present recruitin g largely from othe-r branches of industry. It is
beconing the commnon resource for profit, or pleasure, or both, of artizens, tradesmen
and professional men.--Many, who do not choose to entirely abandon their old pur-
suits, divide their attention between them and the tillage of the soil. Merchants,
mechanies and manufacturers, who have accumulatcd capital beyond the requirements
of their business, are very generally investing in land, on a larger or smaller scale to
suit their means or fancy. The so- called intellectual classes, glad to escape for a
portion of the time from the drudgeries of the office, or study, into the open air, find
health, freedom, and enjoyment, in cultivating a few acres, or even rods of ground.
If the preacher must not speculh.te in his pulpit, ho may do so on his farm with im-

> punity; while the lawyer, or doctor, vexed by the forms and rules of legal or medical
practice, can retire to bis garden with full discretionary power to hill up his corn and
potatoes or not, and experiment with fertilizers to his heart's content. It is from such
as these-men who have gained wealth in other pursuits, and, for the gratification
of their taste, pride, or whatever else, expend it in a generous systen of fàrming, and
others, who, on a small area of ground, resort to the more ornamental branches of the
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business for relaxation from in-door labor, that progress in agriculture is receiving itsstrongest impulse. .They m.ainly form the class of what we termfancy, or amateurfarners. From thein, the in;entor or improver of agricultural implements receives.iu earliest encourageeinnts The novel hint or discovery of the agricultural clien-ist nheets, with themn, a far readier hospitality than with the long-time, professional

But if the amateur class, as pioneers of the great agricultural army, assume thetrouble and peculiar rislc of experiments, they do not monopolize the benefits of suc-cesq, though they must bear the total loss in case of failure. The generosity withwhieh they patronize the inventor, and apply proposed means of increasing the pro-ductive power of the earth, is equalled by the readiness with which they communi-cate the results of their experience; and herein they do immense service to the greatbody of farners. Quietlv pursuing old, time-honored methods, while an enterprisingelasq are tegting tO. value of new ideas-when the policy of change is fully establish-ed, the mass Cf cultivators stand ready to avail themselves of the advantages it offers.And as thqe advance with slow and wary tread to occupy the newly-conquered ground,they, tlrough whoQe labours it lias 'ben won, are already engaged exploring freshfields.-The reproacli is often applied to individuals among them, that they do thecause of agriculture no good, inasmucli as the changes they introduce involve moreexpenqe than tley bring profit. They who utter this charge, forget that we learn asmucli by the blunders as by the successes of our neiglibors; and that an exaimple ofwhat is to be arodul/, is many times quite as useful as a view of wlat is worthy tobe imitater7. And, indeed, time often proves that lie who bas exper;mented at a lossto hiimIf is a positive benefactor to the coimunity in which lie lives ; since lie liasbroughît important inventions and discoveries to the notice of men who were wiseenough to make them pay.-P. Newi .orker.

LARGE vs. SMALL BEANS.

I tried an experiment, last season, to satisfy mysolf, which are the botter beans toplant, and give the result as follows:
The small beans gave nine and a half busliels froi one of planting, and the large onesthirteen and three-quarters from one of planting, The land was light, as you see, by thecrop, but equal in buth cases. I concede that a buslhel of small beans will plant as muchland as three bushels of large ones, and many will conclude from this that there are fourdollars saved in the item of seed. To such I would say, " don't be hasty, gentlemen."Don't you have to plant three times as nany hills to get out a bushel of small, as you doof the large beans ?-and thon they fall four bushels short of the large ones in product.Iere then is a saving in favour of the large beans of two-thirds of the labour and a gainof more than one-fourth in product fron a given quantity ofseed.I plant beans nortli and south, if possible, rows three feet apart, and eiglteen inchesapart in the row, about six beans in a hill.

I planted last season thrce and one-half bushels of beans in my corn-field, the productof which I sold for about $100, expenses as follows:-
Planting with Wakefield's Patent Corn Planter...···......... ......... $3 50Seed ............................................................ ............ 0Pulling and eutting ............................................. .......... ~ 0Thrashing and cleaning, ....................... ............... 7 50

Total expense item.............................. in expe.esforho.n.T $24 O0You will perceive thiere is no ie'n'the ~" e o' ''''g ''''''''' f t'' is is.I plant the beans within four or five inches of the hill of corn, and they are both hoed atthe sane time, without extra labour.
I plant the beans the soutlh side of the corn ; pull them and hang them on the cornbills, and let them remain until the corn is ready to eut up. They are thon throwndown into heaps, the corn eut and set up; at which time I eau drive the team and getthem, as I do hay, in tumbles. GENESEE FARMER.



ima e - at, in the natural way, they perforn ofices tow'aras tne modification of ciuates
similar to those performed by glass and fire in the artificial way. These researches have
revealed to us the processes by which the Gulf Stream softens the climates of Iceland
and the Orkneys-how the heat of summner is not so great, nor the cold of winter so in-
tense there as it has it in Canada and Minnesota, although the average daily readings of
the thermometer for the year niay be the same. Going a step further in this chain of
resoning and deduction, the intelligent farmer need not b told that while the sun in

4 Iceland is not warmu enougli to mature many fruits that do well in Canada, the inter of
the latter will destroy many kinds which never suffer from cold in Iceland.
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CLIMATES OF THE TIIREE TERRITORIES.

BY LIEUT. 3fAURY.

Before Humbolt suggested bis isothermal lines, or Dové drew them on maps of the
world, it was generally supposed that the climate of any place or country might b told
by its latitude. Led by this idea, Mr. Jefferson urged that, as the olive grows in Italy
and in Spain, we had only to project across the Atlantic the parallels of latitude between
which it grows in Europe, to ascertain in what parts of America it would grow equally
as well. The part of the country included between the olive-growing parallels of Enrope
would, it was supposed, be found to comprise the olive regions of the United States. Ex-
perinent and trial, however, did not sustain this view of the case.-The olive would not
flourish under the latitude here under which it delights there.

As science advanced, philosophers had recourse to the records of the thermometer in
different countries. They found places differing very much in latitude, yet having the
same mean annual temperature, and when they came to draw a line round about the
world, so as to pass through every place having a mean annual temperature of 70°, or 00
or 50°, or any other degree, they fopnd that every one of such lines was zig-zag, both on
maps and the globe, that the isotherms run more smoothly over the water than they do
on the land, and that they do not by any means describe parallels of latitude.

Thus, for illustration, let us take the isotherm of 36°-as such lines of yearly, mean
temperature are called-instead of running with the parallel of 450, or 50°, or even 65°,
it runs up in some parts of the world as high as Lat. 68°, and in others we can get with
it no further from the Equator than Lat. 45°. This isothermal line goes up to Jceland,
where the longest day is without a night, and it comes down in Canada, near Quebec,
on the parallel of 45°, where dg.y and night alternate as they do in Minnesota and Ne-
braska. Yet, notwithstandinz the mean annual temperature of Quebec and Iceland may
be the same according to the thermometer, one may well imagine that the productions of
the soil for the two places are very different.

l Iceland the summer is cool and the winter mild; in Canada tie winters are severe
and the summers hot. The climate of Canada is continental-of Iceland it is insular.
Iceland is in the midst of the sea; it is surrounded by waters which have been warmed
by the rays of an intertropical sun and brought by the Gulf Stream fron the " Tierra
Caliante" of Central America to dispense summer heat and moisture to the regions of the
far north. In the Orkneys, which are not far from Iceland, the winters are rarely cold
enough to make ice. Still the mean annual temperature there is the same as that of
Minnesota.

If the mean temperature of the two places be the same, and the thermometer at the
islands is never below the freezing point in winter, it cannot be greatly above it in sum-
mer; and we may infer as a consequence that the sun lias not power sufficient to ri'pen
fruits and grains in the Orkneys which the warm summer of Minnesota and other in,
land districts brings to great perfection.-So far, therefore, as the husbandinan is con-
eerned, a knowledge of the crops that are grown in the Orkneys or Iceland would give
hiim no just idea as to the seeds or plants that would grow best and yield most in Canada
or Minnesota.

Under glass, and with furnaces, climates are created at pleasure, and physical re-
searches have tauglit us that the sea water and its currents are grand modifiers of cli-
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Again, climate depends more upon elevation above the sea level than it does upon dis-
tance from the Equator-for the top of Chimborazo, though close to the line, is covered
by its cap of perpetual snow. The length of the night, the intensity of the light, as well
as of the heat of the day, the average proportion of clear and cloudy sky, are all functions
in the climatic conditions of countries as adapted to this or that vegetable growth. Not
only these; for before the farmer can arive at any safe conclusion concerning the kinds
of crops which may be cultivated with most advantage in a new country, he must also
know something of its seasons of drouth, with the times and quantity of rain. We have
more rain here than in England, yet the climate of England is damp and this dry. Many
kinds of vegetables depend quite as much. for healthful and vigorous development upon
the amount of moisture that their leaves suck up from the air as upon the amount
which their roots derive from the soil.

Therefore, in order to determine what plants and vegetables the imigrant to Kansas,
Nebraska, or Minnesota should carry with him, we should reler to some old country where
the climate may be found repeated, if possible,--not only in quantity of sunshine, length
of summer and winter, distance from the Equator, height above the sea, and the range
of the thermometer, but also as to dew-point, and precipitation, clear-sky, and cloudy
iweather. To find such a country we must go far away from sea-board; with this con-
dition annexed we are brought to the conclusion that ve may look for another such no-
where but in Asia.-First, it must be between the isotherms of 44° and 36°. It is between
these isotherms that that great and remarkable "divide" is foundwhich encircles the
earth, and which, in Europe, Asia and America, separates the waters which flow north
into the frozen ocean, from those which flow south into the summer seas. This "divide"
passes throughi Minnesota, where the Red River of the north, and the Mississippi, with
other southern streams, have their sources. It also passes through Russia, where the
Vol&% and Oural, on the one hand, drain southwardly, and the Obey northwardly, on
the other.

At thesè two places in this "divide" the annual mean temperature is nearly the same
-the distance froin the sea westwardly is about the same,-the length of the days and
the seasons, the intensity of summer heat and winter cold are the same, -the height above
the sea is also about the same, and each also is in the province of summer rains. It was
lhere in the old world, between these two isotherms in the valley of the Volga, that Hum-
bolt found the most delicious fruits that he ever met with in al! his travels, and the air
qo pure that you night expose to its influence the most highily polished steel for many
days without having its sheen dimmed in the least.

These three Territories of America have as far as observations-meagre it is true-en-
able us to judge, nearly jist such clirnates as that renowned traveller found about the
Caspian Sea. Some of the climates of Kansas-for in these Territories there are many
elintes-are adapted to the most luscions grapes, penches, olives and figs. The apple
and the pear, the apricot and cherry, the melon and plumn may be raised in this Terri-
tory; but in some much better of course than in others.

As we proceed north through Nebraska into Minnesota, the climate, particularly be-
tween the meridians of 95° and 100°, beconies more and more severe; and of course with
the s.everity of the elimate the above quoted list of fruits rapidly fall offi Travellers in
approaching the base of the Rocky Mountains through Kansas and Nebraska often recog-
nize the saine lizards and other reptiles that are found in Northern Texas and New Mex-
ico, indicating a remarkable mildness of climate.

Texas, California and Kansas will be the rival grape States of the Confederacy. In
some parts of Nebraska the vine and the peach, apple, pear and apricot, if not the fig also
may do well. Corn, wheat, oats, rye, barley and potatoes, and esculents generally, will

I produce finely. Lot the Kansas cmigrant, by all means, carry the peach and the vine
ivith him. In Minnesota, however, the out-door cultivation of either will be followed
by labour lost.

MURRAIN IN LOWER CANADA.-The Quebec Jeircury says that an alarming disea3e pro-
vails among the cattle in the parishes of La Beauce, on the south side of the St. Lawrence
the origin of which cannot be traced. Upwards of fifteen hundred animals, chiefly cows,
have perished.
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HIAY-MAKING.

Although we have this season been favoured with but very little of the weather which
experience informs us is necessary for hay-making, still as there is and will Le an im-
mense amount of material therefor, awaiting but the brigltness and warmth of the
"King of Day," to f611 to overflowing the barns and stock-yards of the farmers, we pur-
pose to jog the minds of our rural friends upon the importance of holding themselves
in realiness to fully perform their duties when the opportunity presents itself.

The period at which grass should be cut in order to best meet the wants of stock is a
matter of much consequence, and one which lias received a large share of attention
both from the agricultural Press and those who swing the scythe. t has been definitely
settled that the great object to be sought is the preservation of hay in a condition most
nearly resembling the grass in a perfect state. In order to accomplish this end, grass
should be eut when it contains the greatest amount of gluten sugar and such other mat-
ters as are soluble in water. When the plant bas formed its seed, this stage has passed,
and woody fibre predominates,-this being insoluble, cannot assimilate itself to the re-
quirements of the animal stomach. When grass is in full growth, but before the seed
bas formed, it contains the greatest amount of saccharine matter; this speedily dimin-
ishes as it ripons, which, together with the decay of the leaves, causes a loss in its nu-
tritive properties. Quite a number of grasses are exceptiois to this rule-some con-
taining the most nutriment when fully ripe-but as a general principle, for the benefit
of both hay and the land upon which it is grown, we would advise the cutting at full
flower.

When the elements and the grass are both in a condition favourable for the commence-
nient of oporations, it will not answer for any dallying on the part of the farier. The
proverb, "make hay while the sun shines," conveys to the mind the necessity of being
in readiness, of having all the inaterial requisite to the successful completion'of labor " on
hand' wlien its assistance shall be needed. Sec that your implemenis are in perfect con-
dition, and, w-hen -ou should be in the field, there will be no such idle excuse for non-
appearance, or sich perplexing detention, as.will arise wlien there are rakes to mend,
or scythes or mowing machines to put in order.

A frequent, and w-e might add, universal complaint among farmers during "haying
and harvesting," is the scarcity of labourers, and the exorbitant prices demanded by them
"for services rendered." This should not be-it is not of neceesity. If the selection of
such help as will be wanted is put off until the last moment, those who thus delay will
be compelled to grant whatever price may be asked, and, in addition, put up with such
assistance as can be obtained, no matter whetler it be "good. bad or indifierent." By a
little foresigit and calculation, those needing "extra hands " can tell almost precisely
when the will require them,-for what length of time-and should make thir arran«e-
ments accordingly.

The process of curing should, if possible, he perfected in the cock. IIay thus made
retains more of the colour and juices of the grass than w-hen thinly spread over the field
exposed to the rays of the burning sun. It should, if spread, be gatliered into windrows
or "foot-cocks " at night-dew falling upon it when thus scattered, results in more or
less injury. The chief point after cutting is to preserve it fronidew and rain, as these
soon wash away the soluble salts, and its keeping qualities are thereby seriously affected,
for hay thus deteriorated ferments very readily wlen stacked. If the weather is unfa-
vourable the less hay is shook about the better. It will preserve its nutritive properties
for a considerable period of time if left undisturbed, but w-hen submitted to repeated
dryings and wettings, it is soon utterly ruined.

Each season of hay-making as it pass aw-ay, furnishes new proofs of the utility of
hay-caps, and he who, for the purpose of saving.(?) a few shillings, or even dollars, re-
fuses to provide against emergencies that may arise, is fully endorsing the policy known
as "penny wise and pound foolish." The lay crop is one of the mnost important that
farmers can raise, and every means should be taken not only to secure it in the best condi-
tion, but to add to its bulk. Thousands of acres in grass do not yield a tithe of what
they ongit, and what a little attention on the part of grow-ers migit inake thein produce.
This crop keops starvation from the barns and cattle yards, and such exertions should be
put forth as shall prevent waste either by unpropitious weather, or the carelessness of
those engaged in making and gathering.-Rural N. 1Erk-cr.
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NATURAL ENEMIES OF TNSECTS.

The depredations of insects on the crops of the farmer, constitute a draw-bac.k to his
profits of no trifling amount. To check the ravages of the locust (grasshopper), the Hes-
sian fly, the wheat midge, the caterpillar, the canker-worm, the wire-worm, and various
other tribes, is an object of constant study. But while artificial means receive so much
attention, the natural means are not sufficiently observed. The rapacity of animals-the
instinct which prompts one race to prey on another-was doubtless designed by the
Creator as a means of preserving a proper balance throughout animated nature. Man,
made " ruler over the beasts of the field and the fowls of the air," disturbs this balance,
and in some instances, through ignorance, disturbs it to lis own injury. In foilowing
the motive of self-gratification by taking animal life, le does not always sufficiently un-
derstand the characteristics of the different species, to

" Distinguish which to slaughter, which to spare."

Hence the study of those simple branches of natural history which comprelend the
animal races deserve the special attention of the farmer. A knowledge of the habits of
various quadrupeds, birds, and insects, would in many cases enable the agriculturist or
horticulturist to promote his interest, cither by their destruction or preservation.

In regard to birds, there is muich diversity of opinion concerning the merits or demerits
of some species, as affecting the interest of the fariner and gardener, which should be the*
fundamental rule of judgment in reference to ail animals. We are inclined to think that
some of the morbid sympathies which have of late arisen in respect to specimens of the
higher order of animals, whose conduct is injurious to the general welfare, has extended
itself, somewhat, to other bipeds, and may have caused the observance of an undue lenity
towards evil doers who possess the captivating traits of a sweet voice and handsome ex-
ternal appearance. Besides, people are inclined to hasty generalisation ; it being known
that some species of birds are great insect-destroyers, it is inferred that others are so >
whose habits are not known. We offer a few remarks in regard to some species.

The crow (Corvus amercanus) is claimed by some persons as the special friend of man
-at least, it is argued that lie, on the whole, benefits the farmer more than he injures
him. It is evident that this is a subject on vhich considerable freedom of opinion must
be allowed. If some crow would leave us an autobiography, comprising a faithful jour-
nal in regard to bis conduct for every day of bis life, we could sum up the account as a
basis for the character we should give hum. But at present we car only "reason from
what we know." lis defenders admit that le pulls up corn, but they say lie more than
pays for this in destroying grubs and grasshoppers. But the offence of pulling up coin
is not by any means his only one. le is a terrible enemy of small birds, destroying
both their eggs and young in great numbers. H1e is rather indiscriminate in this preda-
ceous warfare, and many of the species he attacks are feeders on insects to a much
gieater extent than himself. Many persons may have noticed the consternation into
which all the small birds are tlrown by the presence of the sable monster. They
try to allure or drive hin from their nests, and the king-bird and some kinds of black-
bird have courage and art sufficient to protect their charge, and even make their powerful
enemy "suffer sone," but the defenceless sparrows and finches yield an easy prey. His
appetite for cggs is so strong that lie will rob the nests of turkeys when they occur in re-
tired places, watching by the hour for hc turkey tò leave the nest that lie may be unmo-
lested in his luxurious meal. It makes no difference what stage of incubation the eggs
are in-a fresli egg or an enbryo chick are devoured 'with the saine relish.

It is true the crow does eat insecte, sometimes, but le prefers taking his animal food
in the shape we la've mentioned, or as a last resort, in the shape of young frogs, which
are themselves inseet-feeders. On the whole we believe it is as justifiable to kill crows,
as to kill wolves or foxes.

Another bird whose character has in some instances been rather too favorably viewed,
is the Aerican robin (Turdus mdigratorious). His friends claim that he is a sweet

asinget, tolerably good-looking, and a destroyer of pernicious insecte. WVe have no rule
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for estimating the former qualities-there would be no objection to every man fixing his
own standard for them, provided the birds wanted for his own entertainment were kept
wholly on his own premises. As tu destroying insects-the robin eats worms, but they
are mostly the arngle-worn (lumbricus) which dues no injury, but in some cases is bene-
ficial to vegetation. But the bird is especiaHly a friit-cater-, whÈile hie does little or nothing
towards the production of his faorite food. Ask the fruit-cultivator who makes bis liv-
ing in part by the sale of May Dukes, Black Eagles, &c., how much the robin aids him
in his business ? Ask him if he can afford to take the dandy's love-songs, piped ever so
sweetly, for the loss of the earliest strawberries, cherries and finest pears, on the sale oif
which he depended, perhaps, to procure food and clothing for his wife and children ?
One of the most distiiguished horticulturists of this - icinity (we niight say of the country),
after learning the habits of the robin " like a book," has adopted the plan of shooting
every one that alights on his grounds. We believe lie is right.

The cedar-bird, or cherry-bird (Bombyeilla carolinisis), is a devourer of some insects
-not usually eaten by birds-such as the canker-worm and caterpillar. Where the former
abounds, it forms alnost the whole food of the birds till currants and cherries begin to
ripen. By this time the canker-worms hase gone into the ground to pass through their
final transformations, and the birds take to fruit. They are pretty hard on the earliest
cherries, but after wild raspberries and whortleberries come in, occasion but little annoy-
ance. We are inclined to think thés is a useful bird, in some neighbourhoods, though
we would not allow him to steal the " first fruits of the cherry-orchard."

The cuckoo (Coccyzus ameicanus) feeds on the common tent caterpillar. It destroys
great numbers of these worms, not only gorging itself with then, but killing more than
it cau eat, and tearing their tents to pieces. As an offset to this, ho-wever, it eats the
eggs of other birds, so that its claim to usefulness is doubtful.

The swallow family (Ilirundu) are feeders on winged insects. They are among the
most useful birds to the farmer. They do no damage to any crop, and they destroy many
flies and moths which are either annoying to man or domestic aninals in their present
form, they are the parents oflarvm which would be injurious.

The yellow-bird (Carduelis tristis) is a very useful bird, and one that bas been most
cruelly misjudged. Since the prevalence of the wheat midge (miscalled wveevil), the
erroneous idea has been entertained that the yellow-bird fed on whbeat. It was seen to
alight on the heads of standing grain, turn down the chalffwith its beak, and, apparenty,
peck at the grains. This was enough, in the eye of a cursory observer, to prove that lie
was a pilferer of wheat, and deserved death. Dr. Fitch, so far as iwe know, *as the first
to point out this mistake, and to show that the food which the yellow-bird sought in the
wheat-bead, was the larroe of Mhe midye, and not grain. IIe found that the bird, with
wonderful sagacity meddled only with the heads containing the inseet, in which the grain
was generally so shrunken as to Le of little value. We see it stated in a late paper, that
a farmer near Binghampton, N. Y., in order to convince bis neighbours of their error in
killing the yellow-bird, opened the ci-op of one, and found in it more than two hundred of
the midge larvoe, with only four grains of wheat, into -which it svas said the insects had
" burrowed."' But as the insect does not " burrow," it is simply probable that the poor
grains were swallowed accidentally in éonsequence of the larve being in contact witli
them. We shall continue this subject in a future number.

DoN'T OVERTASK THE YoUNG BRAIN.-The minds of Children ought to be little if at all
tasked tilt the brain's developement is nearly completed, or until the age of six or seven 1
years. And will those years be wasted ? or wili the future man be more likely to be de-
ficient in mental power and capability, than one who is differently treated? 'Ihose years
will not bo wased. The great book of nature is open to the infant and the child's pry-
ing investigation ; and from Nature's page may be learned more useful information, than
is contained in all the children's books that have ever been published. But even suppos-
ing these years te have been absolutely lost, which is anything but the case, will the child
be eventually a loser thereby ? We contend with our author, that he will not. Task
the mind during the earlier years, and you not only expose the child to a greater risk of
a disordered brain-not only, it may be, lay the foundation for a morbid excitability of
brain, that may one day end in insanity-but you debilitate the bodily powers, and by
so doing, to all. intents and purpose, the mind will eventually be a loser in its powers and '
capabilities.-Dn. ROBERTSON.
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RUTA BAGA, AND MILK-TASTING " TURNIPY."

Uqeful to all, you may be more especially so to the new coner. What is Ruta
Baga ? The Michigan Farner recommends Ruta Bagas, or Swedish Turnips, intro-
ducing them as if they were the same. The Rochester, N. Y., Seed Lists specify
the Prices of "i Ruta Baga " seed, and also of " Skirring's " Swede. Skirring is
evidently a mistake for I Skirvin," the Liverpool seedsman, who bas introduced
for years past the best Swede Turnip grown. No other species can excel it-especi-
ally 'is a keeping root. Other species may be larger in bulk, milder in flavour, and
brigbter in colour; but none will be found equal in the qualities so essential to this
elimate : it will freeze without rotting in case of partial thaw, and, properly housed,
they are as good in May as others are in February. They will give a taste to the
butter; but this is lessened in thrce ways,-By nilking after the cows have been
fed, but before the cud has been chewn, and then giving them hay ; and ilking in
the morning as before, that is, before the nornivg turnip ineal can have been digested.
],y letting the cows have access to plenty of salt, and mixing a little with their water.
Py " scalding " the nilk, as it is called, on the Devonshire plan-that is, putting

thc iilk pan on one of your stoves, at a moderate heat, for about 45 minutes. he
milk and crcam will be separatcd. The miilk pan is allowed to cool, and the creain
taken off. Butter is niade with half the churning, and all the nauseous taste, if
any, is left in the mnilk, and not in the creamu.

NOVICE.

-nviNG SHEEP.-It is eustomary among the best wool growersof Europe, and with some
in America, to smear their sheep after being sheared, with some sort of ointment The
object of this to kill any ticks that may be upon them, to heal any acciaental cuts that

la nnty be made while shearing, and to ward off the attacks of flies. Seýeral receipts are
given by English authors for this purpose. One of them is :-l lb. of arsenic, 12 lbs. of
butter, 3 lbs. of bar-soap, 2 bottles of fish-oil.

No doubt this would kill the insects, but we oject to the use of arsenic. We wouldn't
have it about anywhere on the farm.

Another, more simple, much safer, and we doubt not full as efficacious, is this,-equal
r'irts of fish-oi! and tallow, a little tar may be added, sufficient to give a tarry odor to it
w1hich will be offensive to flies. This preparation is also recommended to be used in win-
ter. to aid in warding off the effects of the weather, but if the sheep have a chance to run
under sheds and keep dry, there is not great nee of it.

One writer, who recommends highly the oil, tallow, and tar salve, says it may be ap-
r1 ed when thick, by being talen up by the thumb and finger, and spread along the
hvk, and worked amongst the wool, and when thin, the pali of the hand, in a hollow
shape, is used for lifting and pouring it on and working it in.

We have no doubt s. me application of this kind would be of great benefit to the sheep
in fly time.

AMSLGAMAT1ON OF PorÂroES.-What say our putatoe philosophers to the amalgamation
of potatoes by planting two or more varieties in one hill?

What say our chicken philosophers to the amalgamation of ehickens by hatching the
\ oggs of two or morè varieties in the same nest? They will probably say, allthe amalga-
mnation which takes place through the shell of the eggs, is not likely to improve the breeds
Véry much. And though we may be considered dull, we certainly cannot comprehend by
what law of nature any amalgamation can take place, except through the sexual organs
of the plant found in the flower, and affecting only the seed in the ball on the top of the
vme, and so the tubers produced from that beed. If true philosophy can teaclh any other

t we will be happy to learn.-Parm Journal.
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POTASH.

July is not the month, it will be said, to write about Potash; but in some points
of view it is. July is the month when every noxious weed, from the thistle to the
fern, will be in full vigour. Go round the snake fences, and whatever nay be the
promise of the crop, the condition of the weeds is from the-wet weather, most un-
inistakeable. If these are left to seed themselves, the condition of every farm will
be fouler than ever. All these weeds are valuable for their ashes, or rather for their
Potash, or the alkaline salts witli which they abound. Cut down before they have
blossomîed, not only is the mischief for next year prevented, but all the valuable
salts in the plant are preserved. And if the stalks are burnt, a beap of valuable
manure is at once secured, which, used as a top-dressing for the young turnip or
iangold crop, will be found very efficacious; or preserved in the dry for future use,
or added to the potash heap. Cut down after the weeds have blossomed, and when
the plants have seeded, not only are the alkaline salts they contain almost entirely
lost, but the mischief for next year has been sown. Very slight is the labour and
time requisite for this purpose. Any showery afternoon may be employed, and
children and boys can gather into heaps, and the fire be put to the heaps, so soon as
they are dry enough to smoulder and burn. According to Dr. Ure, the great
English authority, the Canadian Thistle, when cut in fuill growth, contains in every
1000 parts 35-37 of Potash,--when eut after or during seeding it contains scarcely
any. The Fern, the large Rush, and common Nettle, all contain a far larger pro-
portion of Potash than docs even the Maple. The value of wood ashes, or rather
the ashes of vegetable substances, as manure, depends entirely upon the quantity of
alkaline salts they contain, just as their commercial value for the Potash manufactu-
rer depends entirely upon the lye (lixivium) containing Potash. Herbaceous plants
contain more than grain bearing plants,-the Vetch or Tare, more than Rye or
Wheat. Potato stalks ahound in Potash, and a thousand other stalks which are
wasted; so that the Farmer has at his own door, wasting on every side, the very
substances which he requires as a stimulant for his young Root crops. The division
of bard wood ashes and soft wood is not, according to the same authority, to be
entirely depended upon. • The Pine contains less Potash than any troc; and the
Sugar Maple, especially when eut without being tapped for the sugar, and burnt at
once, contains more than any. But the Beech, which is classed as hard wood, con-
tains less; and the Elm, which is rejected as liard wood fuel, contains almost as
mucli as the Maple. As a rule, the more succulent the herb, plant, or tree, the
more alkaline salts does it afford. A cask of the best Pink Canadian Potasb, as
imported at Liverpool in 5 cwt. cashs, is found to contain pretty uniformly 60 per
cent. of abbolute Potassa; and the best Pearl-asies to contain 50 per cent. It is
very questionable whether the Canadian farmer does not lose by the exchange when
lie gives his bushel of wood ashes for a little hard soap. There is scarcely a crop

grown but would be tbankful for this valuable manure, which climate compels
him
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BOYDELL'S TRACTION ENGINE AND ENDLESS RAILWAY.
[From tic ilfark Lane Express.]

On Wednesday last we left the "busy hum" of the city, to resort to where the plough-
man bas been wont to " plod bis weary way." In plain terms, we joined the company
who went to Wimbish Hall Farm, to witness the trial of a machine, that beyond a doubt
is one of those inventions destined to supersede, to a certain extent, the most ancient im-
plement of hushandry--the dexterous management of which has hitherto constituted the
proudest achievement of the agricultural labourer and the glory of the farmer. Notwith-
standing the claims that prescription confers upon this old and favorite servant, simaplified
and perfected as it has been by science, and beautified by artistie skill, its condemnation
as a cultivator solely dependent for its application upon animal power, is sufficiently in-
sured to render its decline but a question of time. Ere long it must be allied with, or
superseded by, the monster energy of steam in place of horse power,

Wimbish Hall is situated at the distance of four miles from Saffron Walden in Essex.
The farm on which the trial of the Traction Engine took place, bas recently changed
hands, being now tenanted by a young farmer of the name of Woodham. The soil con
sists of a strong--very strong clay, common to the district, but having a subsoil of a mix-
ture of clay, sand, and marl. The tract of land evidently over-lies the chalk basin, the
outcrop of which is seen on the east side of Walden, where the bed of that mineral is of (
indefinite thickness, but exhibiting at the Walden Linie-works a perpendicular face of 25
or 30 feet. The field on which we found the machine at work, was perhaps asunfavoura-
ble a one, for the success of the trial, as could have been seleéted in the whole kingdom.
With a soil naturally heavy, adhesive, and intractable, it had, as a matter of course, been (
latterly neglected by the out-going tenant; and, being under a dead untilled fallow, was
sufficiently hard-baked by the sun, wind, and rain, alternately, to make it difficult enough
to manage under any circumstances, but particularly so with a new machine, handled by
men unaccustomed to its peculiarities. Added to these disadvantages, was the arrange-
ment, by which the land was to be ploughed athwart the old ridges, which greatly in-
creased the difficulty of working the ploughs. It vas remarked to us by several old farm-
ers, that "if they worked well on that land, they vould do so any where."

There were only three ploughs at work when we reached the field. On the first day,
(Tuesday) there were, as we understood, six, or rather three double plouglis; but it was
evident these were not adapted, in point of strength, to the stubborn character of the soil,
for ail of them were broken or strained. Those subsequently used wcre the common
pihughs of the farm, The machine was travelling at the rate of about three miles per
hour, or probably two and three-quarters miles, exclusive of stoppages. Its motion was
steady and direct; and it appeared to be under as complote control, in regard to stopping
and backing, to an inck, as a horse; the ploughs performing their part with perfect effi-
cioney, if not with ease to the men who held them, and who had evidently no sinecure
berth of it. The furrows turned were fully a foot in width, and four, six, eight, and even
ten inches in depth, accordingly as the managing engineer wished to test the capability
nf the machine. We particularly observed that the furrows, instead of being turned over
in one continuous, unbroken surface, which, in the common ploughing of such land, ren-
ders the harrcw useless until the soil bas been mellowed by the atmosphere, were, by the
quick action of the ploughs, broken up and separated, so as to expose the whole body of )
earth to the action of the air. We have no doubt that, if necessary, the harrows might
have been efficiently employed the next day; for, on pressing the soil with the foot, it at <
once crumbled into pieces. We mention this as of particular importance on so adhesive (
a soil as the one on which the trial took place. In conversation with several of the falrm-
ers of the district, they one and all expressed their approval of the manner in wvhich the
ploughs performed their work. Some of the older ones feared the ploughing " was too
deep," admitting, however, at the 'sane time, that where the land-drains had been dug,
(which, of course, were much deeper), they would expect the best crops, either of corn
or roots. A delay of three hours took place, in consequence of the breaking of a piston
belonging to the pump. This, however, was neatly repaired by a smith in the village;
and the machine got to work again about four o'clock. Mr. Hemmings, the Secretary of
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Whatever defects therefore the machine may exhibit in this its infancy, they may scarce-
ly interfere with the question at issue ; as they will undoubtedly be rectified as experience
points them out. Certainly we have advanced far enough already to be assured that
steam ploughing is perfectly practicable. And with so many mechanical heads at work
on the subject, we confidently expect, ere long, to see a perfect and simplified machine,
applicable toall soils, and at least as economical as horse-power.

VARNIsH FOR RUSTIc GARDEN SZAIrs.-First wash the wood-work with soap and water,
and when dry do it over, on a bot sunny day, with common boiled linseed oil ; leave that
to dry for a day or two and then varnish it once or twice with vhat is commonly ternied
" hard varnish." If well done, it will last for years, and prevent any anoyance from in-

ý' sects. Now is the time for varnishing such seats.-Gardcner's Chronicle.

the Company who have purchased the patent, bas promised us a statement of tho r"mult,
in regard to the quantity of work performed per day, and the expense, which we hope to
have ready for our next publication.

Ilaving thus given our opinion of the work performed, in which respect we consider the
trial to have been successful, we have the less pleasing, but noless necessary taçk of ztat-
ing what, according to our views, are the most apparent defects of the machine. These
are chiefly confined to the mode of tiaction, which, as applied when we saw it, appeared
irregular and confused, rendering the ploughs very liable to be thrown out of their work.
it struck us that this was chiefly owing to the distance between the tractive power and
the plough ; or, in other vords, the length of the traction-chain, which increases both
the difiiculty of holding the plough, and the irregularity of its movement. i common
ploughing with horses, it is considered that the nearer the plough is to the motive power,
the steadier and more regularly it works; on the principle that the segment of a small
circle is under more complete control than that of a large one, the gyrations of which, tn,
are vider when a disturbance takes place.

Another inconvenience, arising we apprehend from the same cause, is the great Qtrain
upon the men holding the ploughs. This, on such a soil as that of Wimbish Hall Farm,
must very soon exhaust their strength. And besides, the chains approaching so near
each other are liable to get entangled, whilst the men find it very difficult to keep elear

,of them and avoid an accident. They certatnly ought to have nothing to think of but the
work before them, which, with a machine of such power, requires undivided attention;
and this cannot be given with the eþains in such close proximity to the legs of the plough-
men as was the case on Wednesday. Possibly this objection may be in some respect
modified with the double ploughs, which allow more space between each chain. But the
former objection holds equally good with thein as with the single plough, being at the
same time, of double the importance in regard to delay.

The Endless Railway, unsightly though it be, performed its task with perfect efficieney,
and conveyed the eight or ten tons' weight over the land, without any material indentation
to mark its pressure. The steam-engine was of ten-horse power; but with a pressure of
70lbs. is equal to thirteen horse. This allowed four and one-third horse power to each
plough ; though it was the opinion of some of the farmers, that it would have required
five or six horses to have drawn a furrow of the same width and depth on the same lanld.
The engine consumes about 10cwt. of coals per day, when at full work ; and the engineer
calculated that it would tnrn over eight acres of such land a§ that of Wimbish Hall Farm,
in the same time.

On the whole, we consider the trial to have been a perfectly successful one, and that it
demonstrates to a certainty, the applicability of steam, as a motive power, to the cultiva-
tion of the land. Boydell's machine had already been tried with success at Chelmqfird,
Thetford, and other places, upon soil both of a kinder and lighter texture, and that had
also been previously under proper cultivation. At Thetford, as we understand, with six
ploughs, it turned over 20 acres per day; and had the whole power of the engine
been applied, it would have complefed 30 acres. It wanted only a trial on
such soil as that at Wimbish Hall to complete the series. We consider that, and the
Thetford soil, as the two extremes of light and heavy land, after cultivating which, -with
success, no doubt can be entertained of the machine working well upon soils of interme-
diate texture.

(
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AGR10ULTURAL EXPERIMENTS IN FRANCE.

(TRANSLATED PROM THE FRENCIH BY THE "COUNTRY GENTLEMAN.")

LARGE BEET CROPS.

The distinthbled French agriculturist ALGLSTE DE GAsbARIN, bas communicated to the
r d r Patü¿nc, an account of an experiment in the cultivation of the beet

hýileh isso insýtruictive tha.tit desers es to betransferred to our columns-. The experimient
was miale on about une fuurth of an acre, and the yield was at the enormous rate of 127
ton: (of 2,000 lbs.) per acre. To produce such a crop the author says "it is necessary to
observe eight conditions, vi:-

1. Deeply trench the soil.
2. Manure largely.
3. Crowd the plants to a distance of not more than a fuot from cach other.
4. Irrigate the land every fourteen days when it does not rain.
5. Hoe after each rain or irrigation.

G. Trim down all plants that begin to go to seed.
7. Remove no leaves for fodder, as is often donc.
Q. Le.tnc the beets in the groud until the end of November, or until the course of ve-

getation is finished,"
The author remarks with regard to these conditions, as follows:-
"1. The deep till.age allows the plant to attain its utmost development, so far as length

of root is concerned, and probably also in all its proportions,
". Seven hundred cubie feet of goud stable manure, and three cw,. of rape-cake, were

'applied to the trial plot of about one-fourth of an acre.
3. The seed were suwn on tne first of January in a hot-Led, and in April at the usual

theu of sowing, plants as thick as the finger were set out in the field. This early plant-
là 1b vcr. essenitial for the highest success. When the beets were dug, they had been in

7the zrountd during a iegetating period of nine months, and as the roots acquire a new
cncentrie ring eery fourten ys, they had eighteen rings in all, or six more than those

in at the usual time ; and since these six rings were the outer ones, the volume of the
beet was more than doubled.

1. Since the roots of the beet do notspread far, laterally, the plants may be grown very
thikly. The author observed that wien from fault in sowing, two seeds fell into the
ae hle, the plants were nevertheless as welldeveloped as the others,

Irrigatiun is indisper.sable for growing the heaviest crops. During the last two sea-
sm., when it was not possible to irrigate, the yielJ was much smaller. Nevertheless a
erta'n care is needful in the use of water, for if it be applied tuo cupiuusly, the beets are
apt to be hollow.

G. It is necessary to stir the ground after irrigating, since the sun and wind dry and
LAe the surfacc; huwever, after three hoeings the fuliage becomes so dense as to cover
the sil completely, so that a fouth hoeing is very difficult to perform. At this point of
tru%% th, the necebsity for hoeing ceases, since the surface of the souil and roots are proteet-
e.1 froi the sun and wind. Plants of so early growth are apt to run to seed, but if the
fluwering stein be broken off, the roots continue to increase like the others.

Stripping off the leaves, especially if this is dune during the dog-days, arrests the de
velopement of the plant.

8. The ruots bhuuld not be pulled until November, after all growth bas ceased. The
r'uots double their dimensiuns during October and Noveniber if the weather be warm.

Sucli is the secret of producing beets at the rate of 127 tons per acre, or 2,100 days ar-
ti -n, for any dumestie animal. I have fuund that snall cows never consume more than
120 pounds of beets.per day, and that with this allowance they grow fat.

Thefolowing sentence lias significance for many parts of the country. "I rejoice at
the nîpie ny experiments have made, because here in the south of France, they will long
rrnain the onlv unes of the kind; here, where cattle keeping appears to Le more and
m re negleted, in order to devote the souil to the production of commercial plants, (tabac-
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co, flax, S.,) whose culture can only be continued by the help of commercial fért'lizers,"
The P uthor continues: -" at my instance, this plan of early transplanting las been

adopteI at the Age Reforn Schaul of Mettray, and the first trial resulted in doubling the'
usual crop, although no manure was applied. My brother saw at Grenoble a field of
beets cultivated in the same mianner. The routs had an average weight of tlirty pourds
(11 kilbgraninez,) so that calculating there were only 8,000 plants to the acre, the ý ield
would be nu less than 124 tons. This was in September. There were still to form four
new rings on aci root, so that the final yield must have excecded mine, and this nas on
the large scale.

In a warm cliniate, then, by hcavy nanuring, irrigation, early transplanting, and good
tillage, sucli rcsults may be procured. Where the Negetative period i8 ,hoiter, wihere
there is less warmth and less water, and where a frequently beclouded sky lhinders
the solar radiation, the produce will not, of course, turn out so high.

The point of production I have reached, however extraordinary it may appear, is not
the limit. On the banks of the canal of St. Gilles, in the region so celebrated for its Pru-
digious wine crop, a beet has been growr weighing 132 lbs. (G0 kilos.) llow nany such
are required to weigh 5'0 tons? Can we not study out, and tien work out the condition
for such a phenomenon?

We are having here, en this question, such a discussion as has come over to us from
England, where rmany persistently discredit the wonderful stories about the 3ield of Ita.
lian Ray Grass. The timothy-ýrowers cannot account for the crop of 50 tons per acre
(Scotch); but when I see all the care in cultivation, the showers of liquid niauure, the per-
fect drainage, and the use of steam-power, I am not difficult to be convinced of the truth
of these assertions. The Englishmen have brought their plant from the estrerme of Italy;
have put under contribution the energetic vitality of the South, and have united it to the
industrious activity of the North."

The plan of transplanting root crops from bot-beds, originated with Mons. Koechlin,
and was practiced by him in Alsatia. He is said to have obtained on ground " perfectly
prepared," beets averaging 17 kilos, =37ý lbs., and a total yield of 130 tons per acre.
Raising the young plants in a hot-bed is no impracticable thing. It is easy to raise an art-
ificially heated bed, and the seeds can be sown su thick that 40 square feet N ill furih
plants for an acre.

The English farmers, as I saw in Gloucestershire, are in the habit of transplanting cab-
bages, in order to occupy ground frun whbich summer crops had been taken.

The average root crop of England is about 25 tons (turnips, carrots,) to 30 tons per acre
(beets). We have now authenticated instances of four, five, and e% en six times. these pro-
ducts. Who can doubt that it is cheaper to gather large crops from a snall, well tilled
surface, than medium crops from a larger area?

SALT r SroEE.-The first thing the shepherd in Spaiu dues nhen his flocks return
from the sou.h, the summer downs, or pastures, is to gise them as nuch salt as tiLey will
eat. Every owner allows to each thousand sheep 2,500 lbs. of salt, which they cUsumîe
in about five months. They eat none in their journeys, nor are they allowed anîy in n in-
ter, as it is thouglt to produce abortion when given to ewes forward wlth yuung. This
has been the custum, and it is thought to lie the truc reason why the Kings of Spain
could never raise the price of salt to the height it bas maintained in France ; f .r it would
tempt the shepherds t) stint their sheep, wvhich, it is believed, would wcaken ilir consi-
tutions and deteriorate their wool. The shepherd places fifty or sixty flat stones at the
distance of about fi% e paces apart, strews salt upon each, leads the sheep sln iy anong
them, and èvery one is allowed to eat it at pleasure. But when they are feeding on lime-
stone lands, they eat no salt ; and if they meet with a spot of mixed formation, they are
said to partake of it in proportion as the soil is mingled with clay.-Wool-Cuwe,.

Market gardeners have two methods of trenching their lands; when both soil anl sub-
soil are gooa to a great depth, they turn the surface under, and fetch up a fresh SpiL frum
below ; but when the subsoil is pour, or strong clay, they fast and trench it, as they term
it, throwing the surface spit forward and always keeping it uppermost, digging the sub-
soil with the foot in the trench, without biinging it to the surface.
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MANAGEMENT OF TLTE FARM.

If we were to judge by cases which we very often meet with, we would bc led to form
the conclusion that farmin is certainly a wouderful trade-that it is, in fact the natural
state of man, a state to which he must inevitably revert, no matter how little connection
his previous training and habits may have had with the subject, provided ho can " bab-
ble of green fields" and have " a taste for the country entirely his own." Lot him be
brought up all his life within the smoky precincts of a city, fimiliar with farm produce
only in the shape of a four pound loaf, or a joint of meat, still if ho does possess, or fancy
ho possesses, " a taste for the country," with sufficient means to permit the indulgence of
such a taste , lie is, forthwith, qualified, in his own opinion at least, in every respect to
become a genuine clod-hopper. The blundering attempts of such men are, in general on-
ly provocative of laughter, vhilst their example, unless, indeed, they are unfortunately
plaeed in an influential position, exerts little or no influence on the real business of
farming. In the latter case, indeed, they are positively injurious, inasmuch as from the
respect due to their position, or fiom extrinsie causes, the vagaries which they dignify
with the name of farming, are often apt to lead some into error, to create a disgust in the
minds of others against the prosecution of the business in any degree whatever, and to
cover with ridicule a profession of vast importaace. Farming, like medicine, has its
quacks, whose professional pretensions being loudly, unblushngly, and unremittingly
proclaimed to the world, backed up as they often are by certain adventitious circum-
stances, acquire for a time a degree of importance to which they are by no means entitled
but which, resting on no sure foundation, are soon exposed in all their weakness to the
scorn of those experience has taught them to think and act in a different manner.

It is not, however, to such persons we would at present allude; for although these have
but too often proved to bo the real "pests of the farm," still there are, even within the
the ranks of what wo must call the practical men, many instances ofinsufficient qualifica-
tions for the important duties they have undertaken to perform. Perhaps one of the most
essential points in farming is forethought. There are many who cannot sec an inch be-
yond them, their powers of perception are confined to the narrow limits in which they
stand for the moment, and farther than those limits their mental vision cannot by any
means be brought to extend. Their minds can seize rapidly enough on any project which
appears likely Lo be productive of immediate benefit, but they cannot by any process of
ratiocination bring themselves to perceive the future results of any present movement.
This obtuseness of their perceptive powers is the fertile source of innumerable errors, and
prevents thein from turning to their future advantage many circumstances which are cal-
culated to be of advantage, but which they do not perceive to be such. For example, one
one man looks upon the reclamation of a tract of waste land as a hopeless measure ; he
understands just so much of it, as to know that a considerable immediate outlay is involv-
ed in the proceeding, and for that reason, he at once sets down the project as unattainable
and absurd. Another individual, however, forsees that the outlay necessary to accom-
plish this object will, if properly conducted, be the means of returning him a profitable
remuneration. lIe studios attentively every feature of the case; he furesees almost stop
bv step every part of the necessary procedure to be taken; aud he sets about his work in
full confidence as to the result. But, although such a man may demonstrate the correct-
ness of his views, it does not follow that his neighbour, who, pussessing less forethought,
had considered the undertading as being only the means of throwing money away, until
the effects produced convince him that his opinion was founded in error-it will not we
say, always enable such a man to follow the example shown him with an equal degree of
success. 1lp nny, indeed, attempt to imitate the process: in all probability he hegins
his operation in a proper manner, but some unexpected obstacle occnrs which he cannot
understand how to overcome; ho overlooks some important step in his haste to arrive at
final results, and he is obliged to abandon the undertaking in despair, in all probability
attributing to what lie calls luck on the part of his successful neighbour, what is due only
to the exercise of judicious forethought, combined with perfect skill.

But the profitable' exercise of this faculty is not confined to the case with which we
illustrated our views. In the every day business of the farm, many opportunities arise
where loqqes are incurred, simply from not looking forward to consequences, or from not
being able to arrange mentally, everything which it is necessary to bear in mind, so as to
arrive at a correct and judicious course of procedure. Now, in the apparntly smple
natter of setting a band of fà-m labourers to work, either in the general business of the
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farn, or with the view of accomplishing by their united exertions somne particular object,
we have over and over again seen labour fruitlessly expended, time wasted, and money
thrown away, which the exercise of a little forethought, based, of course, on practical
skill, vould have prevented. Assigning to every man his proper duties, and d ing the
right tiing at the right time, seems tu be Vith some peuple an unattainable accomplish-
ment. No duubt every man is not cunstituted alike, but we believe that defective traim-
ing is the eseiting cause of must of the errurs in management and the mistaken and cir-
cumseribed views whicih we meet with. The cultivation of habits of forethought is, in
faut, an indispensable branch of education, without which, nearly every other acquire-
ment is rendered of little ýalue. A man may have learned Stephens, and Johnsomn, and
II-dges by hcart, he may have eýen laboured for years to acquire a practical knowledge of
the business of the farm under the rmust favourable circurnstances for acquiring such know-
ledge, but if, tu use a homely phrase, lie is unable to look an inch beyond his nose, lie
lias yet to acquire that without which all his knuwledge in other respects is merely a con-
fused mass of nearly useless rubbish.-Irish Farmers' Gazette.

FiNE STRAwBERRIEs.-Tlie best specimens of fruit, the largest, and the niot highly c-.
oured and flavoured, are alvays from these beds where the plants are kept thinned out te
rows or his." If runners cover the whule surface, the fruit is smaller, more shaded,
and the flavour is nut in the hig\est degree of perfection. But the cultivateù bed has one
drawback,-the rain dashes the sail upun the fruit. This evil may be easily remedied by
placing theort grass, which at this tirne is obtained by mowing iawnq, between th,
rows. Tan lias been recommended, and it dues tulerably well, but it is itself not so clean
as is desirable. Straw, chopped short, is used by sume, and is cleaner and better than
tan. But the soft, clean, fresh grass. only one inch or two in length, obtained fron lawne,
is mnuch preferred tu either, and it ià easy and frequently renewed. The moisture which it
assists li retaining in the soil, prornotes the larger growth of the fruit. If irrigation is
applied, this cuvering retains the moisture in the surface soil, and prevents evaporation
and crusting. *We have knovn the fruit while ripening, to be doubled in size in 24 hours,
by a plentiful supply of water. dropping un the plants, and the mulching given them iz
next best to constant watering.-C. Gentleman.

THINNING P rANT.-Sone crups can searcely be planted too thickly,-for example the
grass crup, which lias been doubled in product by quadrupling the seed ; and all the es-
cellence of fine old seeded lands may be attained by thick sowing, when othîerwise the
grovth vwould be course, harsh. andi meagre. The same remark will apply in somie de-
gree to sowing corn fur fudder. But other crops require thinning, or success cannot
take place. Cobbet said, in speaking of the culture of cucum 'ers, that two plants in a
hill would bear a smaIle? crop than une, three less than two, four less than three, until
fifty plants would bear nothing at allU The remark will apply to all cucurbitouq plants
as melons, squashes, and punpkins-which are often allowed to grow too thiekly. A
single plant, (or two plants at must, so as to insure one in case of accident to the other)
on a rich, well prepared, and well cultivated piece of land, with a space of six or :even
feet, is far better than a larger nunber. The cuhure of turnips, and especially thoe
of the ruta baga tribe, requires a buld tlinning-out. A novice in the culture of tiese
roots may bc readily distnguished by his thick drills, who would be startled at the
" frightful waste " of thrifty young plants, which the experienced cultivator boldly
practices, and with such decided advantage.

STRIPED Buos.-Notwithstanding we have heretofvre published the following receipt,
it will do no harm to place it again before our readers, for now is the tirne to head off
these pests of the gardener, and saNe the ,ines. The receipt originated in the iLorticul-
turist -

"Dr. Hull, of Newburgh, raised a large crop of melons by the following procezs:-
'Bugs were completely expelled by watering the plants daily with a strong decoction of
quassia, made by pouring £ur gallons of boiling water on four pounds of quassia, in a bar-
re!, and, after twelve hours, filling the barrel with water. The intolerable squash or
pumpkin bug was thoroughly driven off by a decoctiun of double strength, containiing-
a pound of glue to ten gallons, to make it adhere. The result was, a product of sixteen
hundred superb melons, on less than one sixth of an acre of ground."
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FALLOWS.

BY A PRACTICAL FARMER.

In the Book of Exodus, èhap. xxiii., verses 10 and 11, we read: " And six years thou
$halt - -r thy land, and shalt gather in the fruit thereuf; but the seventh year thou shal t
let it re;t and lie stilT." This was the law which God gave to the Israelites, and is the
first irtinati n we have in the world's history, from which we may gather information
relative to the requirements of the soil, and the early usages in agriculture; for I take
it to) be anIalng,,us to what is generally understuod, in our day, to ncan lying under fal-
lows, or toi constitute fallowing. Be that as is it may, it is certain that fallowing was
prac*ird, and was one of the reguar systems adopted in the management of land, frum

i the f, irlieot periods of which w-e have any record. It has, however, been reserved for a
very re'crnt age to make any great adiances in fallowing, and to adupt totally different >

courceq in the appropriation of land undergoing a fallow. The falluwing of land has
now bieenme a subject of very considerable scentific research, and is of iimnnbe agri-

ï cultural importance, as upon the fallow crop depends, in the present day, the ultimate
success of the whole system of modern farming. No green crop, no corn crop. The
ane'nt ide' -f rest adopted by the Jews, pursued by the Romans, and all .other nations
alopting agricultural pursuits, lias been nearly abanduned in this country during th
pagt hi f century; and instead of rest, the suil or land farned is now made to bear enur-
mous Cropq of highly nutritious food, thus providing most abundant supplies for buh
min ani beast in the season of % inter, when su muchi is needed; and, at the same time,
the spil is sa much replenished with all those necessary constituents, as tu enbure suc-
cessful cereal cropping for several succeeding years.

What, then, are faillows? and what do we understand to constitute fallowing, in the
presut day? Fallows consiàt of all lands or souils which are undergoing the process of
pulrerisati.n, cleaning, aëration, and other amelioration, by the various means employed,
eithxer mechanical or otherwise, for these purpuses. They are usually classed under se-
veral heads, or distinguishing modes of management-i. e., winter or autumn Jallows,
f r f le'se fard falloes, Ir eun-cropfallows; t which may be added trenchingfal-

e sn: '.î i' bo rl bar fallor telloes, and the like; as also the various operatioana of
imij a-id Iurning, sLim and sLeletun plugyling, scarffying, subsiling, or other like

meAIns by whici the process of cleaning, exposure, amelioration, or impr.vement of the
gzil is attempted or effected. The soi], therefore, which is subjected tu any mechanical
agency or order of management, for the above purpuses, is under a certain course or
character of fallowing, and accordingly, constitutes fallows.

W!,t, however, are more commonly known as fallows and fallowing are those various
nper-tirins of tillage which are carried on, and are indispensably necessary, to prepare
the soil for a fallow crop (green crop)-i. e., turnips, mangold-wurzel, rape, and the
likr-and those more continuous operations to prepare for the future wheat crop, being
a Ire or -uimer fallow, which on poor clays and some other soils is considered neces-
s'xry. Winter or autimn fallows are those lands which have undergone various modes of
tillhg- in the autunn, and are subsequently laid well up by the plough for winter aëra-
inn ly frosts, snow, &e. Bastard fdllowa consist in the partial working and cleansing
of thé> s iil, prior to the putting in of the crop. Trenching fallows are the efficient trench-
P!rughing ,f the soil, for exposure to atmospheric influences, and are chiefly used prior
to the cniing of winter's frosts, by which it is much ameliorated and greatly benefited.
Broadshare fallows are the breaking up of ths surface-soil for cleaning, by harrowing

.; ani tg) prumote the speedy growth of annuals, in order to insure their ready extir-
pltion. Rafter fallows are the ploughing of one furrow on to the adjoining strip, to pro-
m~te a -ration, &c., by more prominent exposure to atmosphcri influences. Paring and
buringn, though not strictly coming under the appellation of fallows, are in fact a fialow-
in. The soil is pared, exposed, dried, burned, and spread, ploughed in, and well har-
roiwerl, by wLieh course most of the intentions of fitlowing are attained. Skim and
Celemn ploughing are almost synonymuous with broadshare fallowing. Scarifying fal-
lriws :ýe the continual application of powerful drags or scarifiers, to i.ove and expose
tie s<oil at a cansiderable depth, si that atmospheric influences may ha-e greater effect.-
Subsoil fallows are the breaking up of the subsuil at great depth, and bringing it near to
the surface, for aeration, amelioration, and intermixture with the surface-suil, and is a
wonderful improvement upon the old order of fallowing.
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Take the astonishing fact as proved by the experinents conducted under the oye of
Mr. Lawes. Good loamy soil contains a large superabundant stock of ainionia: re-
quired that it be broughît into useful action in pronoting the growth of plants. IIere,
thon, we learn the truc idea and benefit of fallowing. It is proved by Mr. L., that an
acre of average loamy soil, taking it at one foot in depth, contains about threc tons and a
half of ammonia. The bestPeruvian guano contains aboutseventeen per cent., or about
equal to eighteen pounds to the cwt.; most of the home-made guanos and inauures a fir
less proportion ; and yet apply some of these to advance the growth of a crop, and the
result is astonishing. The direct application of a few pounds of ammonia results in a
surpassing accession of strength and power to advance vegetation and mature the crops,
while at the very time the soil abounds in the identical constituent, and only requiring
or waiting the skill of man to be made available. It is by deep, continuous perseve-
rance in fallowing that this can best be acconplished. By this, we mean those oft-repeat-
ed deep stirrings of the soil, whereby the greatest number of particles can be brought
into contact -with the atmosphere, and laid open to the action of the sun, winds, rains
frosts, dews, &c., and that- without being run together by excessive rains, or compressed
too much by field-rollers; in fact, the soi requires to be kept open, chequery, and fri-
able during sunimer working, and at as great a depth as possible, consistent with the
character and staple of the soil.

We often look forward in hopeful anticipation of the grand advent and full develop-
ment of steam cultivation for this purpose. We are fully assured that our presentappli-
ances are altogether inadequate to bring out truly and fully the inherent and latent
powers of the soil, in the limited ti:ne included in an English summer, without the loss
of the green crop, which on no account can be dispensed with. We frequently find our-
selves desiring the aid of all the horses in the parish (not a little on) to inake proper
use of the all-important time for falloving. The doing enough in season seems an
impossibility with our present means. We do bring to bear alc the available power of
the farm, besides occasional extraneous aid, and our crops equal those of our neiglbours;
but this is achieved mainly by the expensive additions of guano, superphosphate, or
other similar applications, along with a very liberal dressing of farmyard dung. But
this Is not the ail-important point: we want to gain more power, more nutritive food for
the turnips and other plants from the existing stock in the soil itself; and this can only
be donc powerfully, and must chiefly be obtained through the intervention of deep, con-
tinuous fallowing or working the soil, in the precise, the exact season, when the sun,
rains, winds and dews act most in conjunction and effectively. The greatest amlount of
heat and drouglt is required; but these would be nearly if not totally inactive without
rain-water or distilling dews. Those of us who read a little, if but superficially, those
works and papers of our agricultural chemists which are continually appearinîg in the
public prints, learn that rain-water is one of the most powerful essentials vet known
or discovered for setting free the amnionaical constituents in the soil, and preparing its
wonderful powers for the food and nourishment of plants. These agriculiural chemists
tell us that many of the component parts of solids have been subjccted to the most in-
tense chemical experiments, with the view of extracting their inherent values; they
have been boiled in the most powerful acids known, without effect; but wlîen the saine
or similar ingredients have been repeatedly, continuously subjected to atnosplieric
changes by the unremitted, free, deep working of the soil in fallowing, in the proper sea-
son and under properjudgment and management, these exceedingly valuable eheinical
essentials are by tiese means, aided most powerfully by occasional rains, disintegrated
and rendered available for every farmer's use. It is to obtain these invaluable properties
frow the soil that ought, and ultimately will constitute the ehief design and aim in fal-
lowing land; while, at the saine time, the soil by these various operations is much bot-
ter prepared to reccive and render most available those deposits of manure wlich overy
farmer's jidgment vill dictate the application thereof to advanco lis grcwing crcp, and
to ensure it fronu loss or injury, as the quicker its growth in its carly stages the greater
safety.

Ir my next paper or papers I will endeavour to show vliat constitutes fallowing, or
what are the tillage processes necessary to constitute a good fallow. Under this new
idea and order of management I also propose to enquire how the soil can be well man-
aged, and good farning can proceed vithout fallows, particularly according the pres-
cnt mode of fallowinlg. I alse propose to enquire if fallows and fallowing, as now prac-
tised, shall be abandoned, and what system will supersedo this practice; and further, to
inquireif good green crops can be generally grown without sucli fallowing,-Mark Lanc J7.
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PIE PLANT.

The Counry Genlcman, in reply to a correspondent who wished to know the best va-
rieties of thie Pie Plant, mode of cultivation &c., gives the following hints on the sub-

" Many new varieties of the Pie Plant arc constantly springing into existence, every
plant fromîî seed varying more or less fron the parent. The Tobolsk is an early, red va-
riety ; the Giant is a large, later, green variety ; these are the two leading old sorts.-
There arc nany newer and more approved, among whicl Downing's Colossal is highly
esteemcd ifor its excellence, and Cahoon's for its great size. There are now many others
of higli merit, under experiment. Our correspondent should however observe, that there
is le.s didlerence in the inherent tendeney to large growth than many suppose, great size
depending on the depth, richness, and cultivation of the soil-or as we have heard a

ilful gardener remark, " tell me low mucli manure and deep digging you have given
your plants, and I vill tel you whether you have the large kind or not."

When Pie Plant is raised from seed, it should be planted very early in the spring,
and as the seed is about a month in coming up, a few radish secd slould bc mixed witl
tliem, to mark the raw, and show where to hoe. The radishes will be large enough to
use befire the rhubarb lias attained much size. It will require three years for the seed-
ling pip plants to be ready to use. Althongh seelling plants will vary in character, yet
froin fine 'orts ail will be good. To preserve the exact identity of any variety, the roots
miust h divided in autumn by cutting each eye separately, and planting out about two
inches below the surface, protecting thiem tlhrough winter by a few inches of leaves. The
second vear they will do to use. They may be divided about every thrceyears, the time
varvinî however with the richness of cultivation. The size will depend much on their
Ihaving leity of roomî-which should not be less than two feet in the row, and the rows
î·>ur fee apart.

llor oN' itE MURRAIN oF'CATTL..-The report of Dr. E. Iesilam Greenhow on
he murrain in horned cattle, and the effects of the consumption of their flesh on human
a'tli, has been sent in to the Geieral Board of IIealh, and since printed. It fcrms a

Mne book of 60 or 70 pages. The learned doctor gives a lucid account of the discase
ing eatile as manifested in England and on the continent. The result of his inquiry

ihat tl cattle disease w'hich he was desired to investigate, is not of recent origin, but
s prevailed in the United Kingdon aniong hornced cattle for the last 15 or 16 years; that

it is not pî'euiliar to London ; thaé it is probably infectious, but is also developed spon-
menuly iii consequence of some unknown peculiarities of breed, management, season,

tr l>.ality, and is not supposed to have been inmported from abroad ; that it is identical
wi the langenseuche, or pulinonary murrain, now prevalent in Mecklenburg, IIolstein,

'ud where; anîd that it las no affiuity with tie rindepest, or steppe-murrain, with
"Ihichî it las been confounded by some Englisli writers. The doctor suzgests that the ini-
:Ti rLution of the steppe-nurrain (which would be mnost probably by way of Prussia) should

Sp:·evenîteid by the prohibition of the importation of cattle except from countries which
Jiie eh'ai bi!!s of licalth. It appears that nieat derived from animais suffering from the
aUilinarv mansrrain, and probably other diseases, is cominoly and extensively sold in

14mdAni amd eIsewliere for hiuman food, but that there is no satisfactory proof that the con-
iinoes if consuming it are directly injurious. There are reasons to suppose that the
' if iepa<t froii animais suffering under diseases unknown anong ithe cattle of the Unit-

c Kiiin-h>in lis, abroad, been frequently attended vith severe consequences on human
hhî. Theii toiisumption ofmeatundergning decomposition lias freqiently been injurious
b wu eat cannot be caten with safet.y even when cooked.

Fae mvî î SwrEnE.-We learn that a system of Publie Schools is about being intro-
-'d in Sweden. Thei governinent is taiking iîeasures à) improve teachers and schiols,
i t r theflic schools Public or Free. Friends of poîpular education vill r'joice to sec

*L a~ -dy b'ecoinc general in the old world. The Agent of that governmnent has showin
OÎ(app.îî inn Of one of the e.sentials of a god1 school, lv orderiig SIm col Desks

reii iBîdn. The'e desks are to be sent to the palace of Stoekholi and wvill show roy-
i., what tali'lnt anit skill, educatced in public schools, aro futrnisling so generally for

hricangi children,

i
%i
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Slu'ciTx.-Our life is frittered away by detail. Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity!
I say, !et your affairs be as two or three, and not a hundred, or a thousand ; instead of a
million, count half a dozen, and keep your accounts on your thumb nail. In the iidst
of this chopping sea of civilized life, suci are the clouds, and storms, and quick-sands;
and thousand-and-one items to be allowed for, that a man has to live, if he vould not

s founder and go to the bottom, and not make his port at al], by dead reckoning, and he
n must be a, great calculator, indeed, who succeeds. Simplify, simplify. Instead of three
nieals a day, if it be necessary, eat but one; instead of a hundred dibcs, five; and reduce
other things in proportion. Our life is like a German confederacy, made up ofpetty
states, with its boundary forever flbctuating, so that even a German cannot tell you how
it is bounded at any moment. Our nation itself, w ith al] its so called internai improve-
nients, wic, by the way, are
overgrown establishment clutter
want of calculation and a worth
ly cure for it, as for them, is a r
of life, and elevation of purpose.

lii external ana superficial, is just such an unwieldy and
cd vitl furniture and tripped up by its own traps-ruin
y aim, as the million loubeolds in the land , and the ci
igid economy, a stern and moie than Spartan si iplicity

It lives too fast.

1OG

P>UTTER COOER.-" Septimus Piesse," in the Scientific American, gives this simple
method for keeping butter cool:-

Procure a large new flower-pot, of a sufticient size to cover the butter plate, and also i
saucer large enough for the flower-pot to rest in upside down ; place a trivet or meat-
stand (such as is sent to the oven when a joint is baked) in the saucer, and put on this
trivet the plate of butter; then fill the saucer with water, and turn the flower-pot over the
butter, so that the bottom edge vill be below the water. The hole in the flower-pot must
be litted vith a cork ; the butter will then be in what we call an air-tight cliaiber. Let
the whole of the outside of the flower-pot be thoroughly drenched with water, and place
it in as cool a spot as you can. If this be donc over niglt, the butter will be as " firmn, ns
a rock" at breakfast tinie: or if placed there in the morning, the butter will te quite hard
for use at the tea bour. The reason of this is, that when water evaporates, it produceg
cold ; the porous pot draws up the water, which in warm weather quickly evaporates from
the sides, and thus cools it, and as no warm air can now get at the butter, it becoes
firi and cool in the hottest day.

To SWEETEN RANCID UTTER.-An agriculturist, near Brussels, liaving succeeded in re-
nioving the bad smell and disagrecable taste of some butter by beating or miixing it
with chloride of lime, he Vas encouraged by this happy result to continue his experiments
by trying them up-m butter so rancid as to be past use ; and he has restored to butter the
odour and taste of which was inu ipportable all the sweetness of fresh butter. This ope-
ration is extremely simple and practicable for all. It consists of beating the butter in a
sufficient quantity of water, into which had been nixed 25 or 30 drops of chloride lime to
two pounds of butter. After baiing brought all its parts in contact with the water, it
may be left for an hour or two ; afterwards withdrawn and wasled anew in fresh water.
The chlori le of lime used, having nothing injurious in it, can be safely increased ; but
after having verified the experinient, it was found that 25 or 30 drops to two and a Ji
pounds of butter were sufficient.

IIow TO IEAD THE BUGS AND ALL TIE VERMIN THAT DESTRoY YOUR VINEs.-Take sis
inch siding, slit it into thrce incli strips, tak them together and place theni around the
vines, with a pain ot glass over them. If the glass lits the frames on the top, all contro.
versy is at an end with the bugs ; besides your plants will be much benefited by an in-
crease of heat. I bave just placed fifty frames over my vines and find it effectual; while
ail other nostrums going the rounds, such as flour and pepper and other things not a little
nasty, I have given repeated trials and found unreliable. Try the ciglit by ten framer
they will cost you less than sixpense, and you may eave and return home, without tie
mortifieation of finding your iopes of a crop of melons blasted.-IL. N. L.

A IlixT AnOUT PoTArnE Tors.-A Ncw York potatoe cultivator says:-"1Th potatoe
itselif exhausts the soil but very litle, as its elements are derived mainly from the atlmos-
phere-but the potatoe top cshausts more thian any othxer one vegetable, as its elcenits
arc derived more froi the soil. Potatoe tops then, should all be carefully buried when
and where they are dug. If this practice were universally followed, no crop would C-
haust the soil less. Let the farmers try the experiment, and write the result for the
bencit of others."
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Is THiERE A MAELSTROM ?-This question is thus answered by a contemporary. Every
school-boy of the last century lias been taught to believe that there is a wonderfull vor-
tex on the coast of Norway, with an eddy of several miles in dianieter, and that ships,
and even huge whales, were sometimes dragged within its terrible liquid coils, and buried
forever "in ocean's awful depths." A corresdondent of the ScientificAmerican says ;

" I have been informed by an European acquaintance that the maelstrom has no
istence. A nautical and scientiffe commission went out and sailed around and all over
where the maelstrom was said to be, but could not find it: the sea was as smooth where
the whirlpool ought to be as any other part of the German ocean."

We presume theabove is correct. The latest geographers and gazetteers barely allude
to the maelstrom, Colton, in his large atlas, gives the site upon his mnap, but does not allude
to it in his description of Ncrway. IIarper's Gazetteer, in his article on Norway, says
that, " among the islands on the vest coast there are violent and irregular currents,
which render the coast navigation dangerous. Among these is the celebrated Mael-S'trom,
or Meskennes-Strom, the danger from which has been greatly exagerated, since it ean, at
iearly all times, be passed over even by boats."-The romance of the maelstrom h.s been
pretty effectually destroyed.

RECIPE FOR PROSPERITY.-A gloomy correspondent who signs himself " Merchant's
Clerk," writes to the Journalof Commerce that lie believes we are on the ove of a general
grand financial smash-up The editors endeavour to soothe his apprelensions, and add
the following excellent suggestion:-

" Merchant's Clerk does well to keep a bright look-out for the future; but if he will es-
chew stock speculations, fast horses, fast women, costly segars, m ixed drinks, the theatre
and billiard rooms; will dress economically, spare a portion of his surplus earnings for
the gifts of a true clarity, and deposit the remainder in a savings bank ; avoid unprofit-
able conpanions, keep the Sabbath, go to bed early, and devote his time, his thoughts,
and his orergies, to the interest of his employers, we will insure him against the effects
of the most severe commercial revolution."

No person ever planted a tree, without feeling that he had rendered an important
service to the community.

Nature, where she plants a vegetable poison, generally provides an antidote, so in the
mioral world, she causes sympathies to spring up by the side of antipathies.

Outward politeness can be learned in set forms at school, for, at the best, it will be hol-
low and deceptive ; genuine politeness, like every thing else genuine, comes from the heart.

GFNws.-A contemporary, in dilating on genius.', thus sagely remarks:-The talents
granted to a single individual do not benefit himself alone, but are gifts to the world;
everv one shares them, for every one suffers or benefits by his actions. Genius is a
ighut-house, meant to give light from afar: the man wlio bears it is but the rock upon

which the lighut-hiouse is built.

L P.ss.-Al young horses are subject to the lampass, and some suffer extremely
before it is discovered.

It is a swelling or enlarging of the gums on the inside of the upper jaw; the growtlh is
somlletimies so luxuri'ant as to prevent a horse from eating with any comfort. The cure is
siiiple ; and after being performed, a horse will imp.ove in huis condition with great
rapidity.

Take a hot iron, flat, sharp, and a little crooked at the end, burn the lampass out just
below the level of the teeth, using great care to prevent the hot iron fromu bearing or
resting uîpon the teeth. .After the operation is performed, the horse should be given a
little bran or -eal, with a small quantity of salt in it.

Some farriers have recommended cutting for the lampass, which only gives momentary
relief, and would require the same operation to be performed every three or four months;
but wlen it is once burnt out, it never again makes its appearance.

A TRunUTrTE TO THE IIoRsE.--JoHIN IV.Lm'S REcEIPE.-Take half a pound ofsaltpetre, half
a pound of alium, and half a pound of aluni salt; pulverize and mix theni well together,
and every eight days give hin a table spoonful in his food; his coat, flesh, and spirits
Vwill soon roward his master for his care.
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To OUR FInrEDS.-We have now sent out several extra sheets with the Agriculturist, a
shall continue to do so until the end of the volume. The extra labour and expense we have
ii 'posed upun ouraelves by this arrangemcnt has been considerable,-more, indeed, than -we
anticipated befure we undertouk it. We derive no benefit, that we are aware of, by supplying
our subscîibers with twu publications at the price of one, unless it results in an increase to
our subscription li.it. The County and Townsliip Agricultural Societies especially ouglit, we
think, to patronize the Jgriculturist, now that we give them the official reports, prize essays,
and " Transactions " of their principal organisations, the A.sociation and Board oflgriculture.
Yet a large nuinber of Societies do not supply their membcrs with the information contained
in the*e publications, althougli it may be Lad at little more than the cost of the white paper.
Why is thib ? Do not Directors forget or neglect a part of tlcir duty when they fail to place
this information in the hands of every member of their Society ? We have still a conziderable
number of copies of this year's edition on hand, as well as accompanying sheets of Transac-
tions, wlich we shall be glad to supply to Societies that Lave not yet sent in orders. Will not
our friends, utlaitdually, ald us also by recommending the lAyriculturist to their neighbours ?

Souri Dows.-We learn that 3Mr. John Spencer, of Whitby, has just received another
supply of imnproved South Downs froin Dorsetbhire and Hants., England. They were selected
with much care by bis son. 31r. Spencer's sheep have carried off prizes at several of our
Provincial fairs.

Tîiu 1iuzE Lisr.-The priLe list accompanies the present number. We expected to have
received it in time for the Last nuiber, but after waiting two or three days, we were obliged
to ,end out the June number without it. Sone subcribers may have supposed they were
specially &crlooked wiu they found the "libt" had not reached them, but the deprivaticn
w-as geceral. We sent off the parcels to Agricultural Societies, &c., as soon as the copies
were deliercd to us, but to have mailed them to subacribers generally would bave entailed
much trouble and considerable expeuse We hope they will reach intending couipetitors in
timue to enable them to make all needful preparations.

g:er SUBsCRIBER3. whose papers ftil to reach them will be good enough to notify us at the
first oppurtunity, and we shall always be happy to supply the misiing numbers. We are
obliged to trust à part of the work of mailing to employeces, who may not always be as careful
as we could wish.


